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Chapter 1

Here you will find:

0. What does this book include?

• Basic game knowledge about magic in The Fog LARP (in-game lore). It will allow you to develop the game world in a
consistent way. This knowledge is not exhaustive. You will learn a lot more from characters in-game, mainly in the Mage
Academy.
• General knowledge about the Mage Academy as a faction in The Fog LARP.
• The rules for using magic in the game and for participating in the game as a mage.
• A complete list of spells in The Fog LARP.

1. Magic in The Fog LARP setting
In The Fog LARP setting, the worlds came to be as a result of a clash between order and chaos. They all contain particles of
order and chaos in different proportions (see more in the Book of Lore). The world where the game takes place is the only
one, in which the order and chaos particles were perfectly even.
This absolute balance, however, prevented the world from evolving. Therefore, the god of Change, Breita, brought additional
chaotic energy into it, through which changes could be made in the current state of affairs.
This energy became known as magic. The understanding here is that order is a force of stability and, respectively, stagnation,
and chaos is a creative force that leads to development through change.

Magic is energy through which changes can be made in the state and course of things.

All conscious beings have innate access to magical energy, but only mages can use it to make Changes (“do
magic”) because they have been trained to do so.

Magical creatures that originated from magic itself have not only innate access to magical energy, but also an
innate ability to make spells – whether they are conscious (all mythological creatures who can communicate) or
unconscious (magical animals, plants, etc.).
The existence of magic and mages is a fact widely known to the public. Magic is mundane; it does not cause astonishment
and wonder.
At the same time, however, as the acquisition of relevant skills takes a lot of time and effort, mages among the population
are relatively few and almost all are members of the social elite.
Also, there is the knowledge that there has been a cataclysm in history caused by the excessive and careless use of magic.
In connection with these two factors, the use of magic for domestic purposes would be just as unrealistic as for us to install
a nuclear reactor in an apartment to power our electrical appliances.
The mass population does not care much about the mages and they are not part of their daily lives. When the average
person still encounters mages, there are two main attitudes – respect combined with fear, or fear combined with hatred.
Higher-ranking members of society, who more often interact directly with mages, are less likely to fear magic, and many
often try to use the mages and their skills to achieve various military and political objectives.
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Magic is familiar, but it is not used for everyday purposes. Mages are learned and wealthy people, part of the
higher circles in society.
Depending on in or through which of the constituent elements of the world Change is sought, magical art is divided into six
schools – the four natural elements: water, air, earth and fire, and the two “spiritual” elements - life and death.

The schools of magic are Water, Air, Earth, Fire, Life and Death.
The use of different elements implies different affinity (attitude). When dealing with an element, the corresponding affinity
of the mage is strengthened and the characteristics that predisposed the mage to deal with that specific element in the first
place are amplified.
Therefore, once started with one element, mages can no longer work with others.

Mages can only cast magic from one element, which can no longer be changed.

The inherent ability of every being to access magical energy is called a “spark.”
From the very beginning, this ability was not equally strong in all, and subsequently with the generations in some it was
further weakened, and in others it was strengthened.
Thus we speak of a “strong” or “weak spark” in the various conscious beings.

A magic “spark” is the ability to access magical energy.

The “power” of the spark is not constant. It is possible to subsequently influence the ability to access energy for change
through the attitude of the mind and consciousness. Thus, the spark can be “strengthened” or “weakened”.
This can be done either by consciously making an effort in one direction or another, or unwillingly - for example, as a result
of a strong shock.
It can happen by a person’s own will, but a person can also be affected by external factors for it to happen. The latter is
a kind of mental violence. Extreme impact in the direction of reducing power can lead to an effective inability to access
magical energy, also called “breaking of the spark”.
To do magic, each mage first draws energy from the element and filters it through their spark. They then form in their mind
a clear idea of the effect from casting and set it as the goal of the filtered energy so that it can cause the desired change.
Finally, they read and utter a formula that stabilizes and directs the filtered energy.
If the mage completes all the steps correctly, the magic has effect. If there are fluctuations or inconsistencies, the magic can
produce an undesired effect, or not have an effect whatsoever.
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How is magic done?
Casting magic includes:
1. energy from one element,
2. directed will,
3. spell (formula) that focuses and shapes the energy.

The spell (formula) is a text that must be read, as it represents a verbal-graphic focus for stabilizing and directing
energy. More advanced mages study specific runic symbols that can replace the text.

Doing magic is a very demanding process that requires strong and continuous concentration. Even the elementary
orientation in space that a person needs to walk would prevent this concentration from being maintained.
Therefore, when performing spells, mages need to stand still and can be easily interrupted.

For reasons that have not yet been sufficiently studied, metal interferes with directing magical energy. Therefore,
no mage who has on themselves or holds anything more than metal buttons, buckles or similar small items can
successfully do magic.
Creating formulas is also not an easy process. Only distinctly powerful and close to their element mages succeed in creating
formulas. So far, 9 formulas have been created for each element.

For each element - water, air, earth, fire, life, death, there are 9 spells.
To use the two strongest formulas of their element, mages need additional help for their focus in the form of the so-called
“seal”.
Without it, no mage could do these spells. Currently, a monopoly on seals is held by Magisters in the Mage Academy.

Doing magic exhausts the mage. Therefore, mages can perform each spell once, twice or three times a day.
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2. The Mage Academy

In The Fog setting, the Mage Academy is an “international” school for mages and a politically neutral institution
with a leading role in all matters related to magic.
History of the Mage Academy
Historically, the Mage Academy (MA) was founded by Emperor Jarn about 2,000 years ago. It was only one of many schools
in the empire, but the only one where magic was taught.
Over time, the number of students increased, new branches were opened and bureaucracy increased. A separate faculty was
opened to teach each of the elements - a total of six.
MA gained an extremely strong influence, which in combination with the very power of mages to do things that other people
cannot, led to the establishment of the academy almost as a state within the state. This troubled the emperor and led to the
creation of the Order of the Seventh Path.
With the collapse of the Empire the period of the Mage Wars began (992-1098). In essence, they were wars for the imperial
heritage, but were fought mainly by mages, pro forma united in two ideological factions.
One faction wanted full domination of mages over the world, and the other was democratic, and believed that magic should
be used for the common good. Formally, the MA itself did not partake in the war.
At the end of the Mage Wars, the use of magic escalated and led to the so-called Cataclysm (1098), which caused a huge
number of casualties, severe economic and social consequences throughout the former empire, as well as the temporary
“disappearance” of magic – mages did not have access to the energy they needed.
Among other things, the Cataclysm led to the appearance of the Fog – a phenomenon that to this day hinders the movement
of large groups of people and suppresses the access of non-magical beings to magical energy.
Formally, MA has never been closed, but its activity during the wars and in the years after that was almost non-existent.
Various attempts to restore teaching in the field of magic have been registered in many places and many times after 1600.
In its modern form, MA began its existence after 2010, initially sporadically, and then more and more organized, in order to
become the structure we know today.
What does the Academy do:
• teaches mages through lectures and exercises;
• does research related to magic;
• helps in dealing with various mythical, magical and other unusual threats;
• conducts expeditions to find future mages and search for magical and other historical documents and
artefacts;
• maintains a library.
Structure of the Academy:
• Six Schools: Water, Fire, Air, Earth, Life and Death.
• Each School is led by a Magister elected by the members of the School (these are all mages who teach
or study in it).
• The Academy as a whole is led by a Rector elected by the Magisters.
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Mage degrees
• Students: study Basics of Magic; can do up to seven of the School’s nine known spells; they can cast
magic only by reading the appropriate spells from books or scrolls.
• Adepts: they know all nine spells from their School and receive a Seal that allows them to use these.
They still need a medium on which the spells are written. They can begin to study magical symbols.
• Magus: advanced adepts who have deepened their knowledge and begun to study runic magic. They still
need a medium on which the runes of the spells are written. They can begin to learn how to write magic
symbols in the air.
• Savants: mages with fully advanced skills who can perform magic through gestures.
Who are the “renegade” mages?
• Mages who for various reasons have chosen not to be associated with the MA.
• Most often they are self-taught or some acquaintance of theirs has taught them some of the magic of
their Element. Almost always such are the village healers, priests, “wise folk”, etc., who choose and train
their apprentices in the same skills that they possess.
• They can’t do the last two spells because they don’t have access to the magic seal.
• When doing magic, the rules for mages of the rank of “students” from the Academy apply to them.
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3. Rules for using magic in the game and for participating in the game as a
mage
3.1. Using magic
Magic in The Fog LARP is a meta skill. To use it, verbal meta markers are used – keywords or longer instructions
that allow other players to understand that magic has been cast and what its effect is. It is the duty of every mage
to make it clear to others how they need to role-play the situation

All spells in The Fog LARP are accompanied by some kind of touch – with a hand, a staff or a weapon. There are
no distance spells or projectile spells.

Whether they are part of the Academy or are Renegades, mage players can only cast spells from one School.

While doing magic, mage players:
• cannot have any metal armour on them or hold a weapon by its “metal” part – incl. sword handle.
• They have to stand in one place – they can’t walk or run.
• Depending on their rank, they must have a book or scroll from which to read the spell/rune, or perform
the appropriate series of gestures.
Each spell can be interrupted by:
• a hit with a weapon, arrow or hand;
• a distraction so as to stop the casting of the spell;
• the effect of the Order of the Seventh Path, called “Interruption”
In each of these cases, the spell cast must be restarted. The cast is NOT considered lost in terms of numbers of
casts per day.
Each spell in The Fog LARP can be cast once, twice or thrice a day. The spells are updated at 10:00 AM every
game day.
Mage players who play with the Academy and have a rank higher than “student” shall receive their seal before
the start of the game at check-in.
The “seal” is a card with a symbol, which in meta game terms is a “quest item – artefact” (see Player’s Handbook),
i.e. it exists as an in-game object and can be taken away and/or hidden, but cannot be subject to magical effects
or be destroyed.
A mage who has lost their seal cannot cast the last two spells from their School until they receive a new seal,
which can be done only in-game from the respective Magister.
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Magic effects
• Spells cause magical effects (e.g. freezing). They do not cause damage in the form of damage points, but
some of them can lead to wound, heavy wound or death.
• There are effects that are not “magic” by essence, although they are caused by magic – knockout,
wound, death, healing, resurrection. They cannot be removed by mechanics that remove magic.
• Every mage can terminate any magic effect they themselves have inflicted. This action is “free”.
• All magical effects remain active after the death of the mage who inflicted them, unless the specific spell
description explicitly states otherwise.
• Magic effects with the same name cannot be superimposed (do not stack) - e.g. two stone skins, two ice
armours, LP from consecutive healings, etc.

3.2. How to participate in the game as a magе
• Regardless of whether you want your character to be a part of the Academy or a Renegade, you are
obliged to contact the player in charge of the respective School prior to the game. These people are as it
follows: School of Fire, School of Earth, School of Air – Martin Markov “Aradia”; School of Water – Ventsislav
Videv “Phase”, School of Life – Elitsa Bahovska “Erina”, School of Death – Andrei Andreev “Orin”. Contact
information can be obtained through The Fog LARP community channels or by sending a message to The
Fog LARP FB page.
• It is the task of that player to make sure that you know the rules and requirements to play a mage, but
also to help you prepare for playing as a mage.
• If you are a new player, you will start with the rank of student (or as a renegade, and the rules that apply
to students from the Academy always apply to renegades). If you play with the Academy and become a
regular participant in The Fog LARP, it would take you about two games to become an adept and then one
more each to become a magus and then a savant. All this in case you have the appropriate motivation to
continue this line of development of your character.
What is expected of me as a mage?
• To perfectly know the rules of magic, spells and effects at least of the School you have chosen;
• to be able to briefly and understandably explain these effects to the players you apply them on;
• to show a genuine interest in your character “studying” magic in-game. The desire to use meta effects
with the only motivation to gain a meta game advantage is not tolerated;
• if you play as a mage from the Academy, to be prepared to invest a few hours of your in-game time in
studying activities and discussions with other mages;
• there are higher expectations to mage costumes. You are expected to put more effort in the visual
representation of your character.
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4. Full list of spells in The Fog LARP
4.1. School of Water
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Ice Spike
Not required
Physical
3
A touch by hand or a staff
1 minute to apply the Freezing effect. 5 minutes for the Freezing effect itself.
In blizzard will thy soul be lost, pierced by my blades of frost
“Freeze!”
The target is frozen for the next 5 minutes. They cannot move, fight, speak, or cast spells. They can be
killed or affected by spells as usual.
If the mage kills the target, that they just froze with this spell (cuts the throat of the target and extracts
their body fluids), their Freeze charge is replenished, and they can use it to freeze another target.
This can be chained within the initial duration of the spell (within 1 minute after the incantation is
completed). The duration of the spell is not extended by killing the frozen target. The Freezing effect
is a Physical magical effect, and can be dispelled by the wizard themselves, or by any other effect that
dispels Physical effects.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Complete Dehydration
Not required
Non-dispellable and Physical
1
a touch by hand or staff
The wizard needs to activate the effect within 5 minutes after casting the spell.
Glacies mumi factus est!
“Die!”
The mage extracts all of the victim’s body fluids, which results into the victim’s sudden death. With the
extracted fluids the mage can perform one Aqua vitae or one Ice dagger spell for free (the number of
remaining casts of the respective spell for the day remains the same).

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration

Ice Shackles
Not required
Physical
2
a touch by hand or staff
The wizard needs to activate the effect within 1 minute after casting the spell. The

Incantation
Command Word

duration of the spell effect is 5 minutes.
Powers of binding, spells of restrain, hold his limbs in frozen chain
N/A
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Effect

The wizard conjures ice shackles that firmly bind the victim’s wrists and ankles for the next 5 minutes.
During the spell duration the shackles can be commanded by the wizard to move at their own discretion,
and force the victim to move with them. Left without specific command they hold the victim’s ankles
tied together and the wrists behind their back. The wizard can give them specific commands what
movements to allow, or in what position they may stand. The target of the spell will go wherever the
shackles lead him, and no force can withstand the magic – i.e. if friends of the victim try to pull them
away, they are going to be dragged along with the victim.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration

Mute
Not required
Mental
3
a touch by hand or staff
The mage needs to activate the effect within 1 minute after casting the spell. The duration of the spell
effect is 5 minutes.
Tu’ es mu’te!
“Mute!”
The victim is mute and can’t speak for the next 5 minutes.

Incantation
Command Word
Effect
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Aqua Vitae
Not required
Physical and non-dispellable
2
personal
5 minutes
Salvaris me sorbere!
N/A
During the next 5 minutes, if the mage is wounded and drinks a sip of water, their wounds are
immediately healed. Instead of using it for its standard effect, the mage can cast this spell to instantly
replenish the Armour Points of their Ice Armour (up to 3 AP; one sip of water/one replenishment for
the duration of the cast). This spell does not add AP on top of the starting value of Ice Armour.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Mist Form
Not required
Physical
2
personal
5 minutes
Vadum Nebula!
N/A
The mage takes the form of a walking mist, which allows them to move unseen and undisturbed for
the next 5 minutes. They are aware of their surroundings (sees and hears), but can’t be seen, or heard.
They can’t interact with physical objects or cast spells, nor can they be harmed by spell, or attack.
Once the duration of the spell is over, or the effect was cancelled by any means, the wizard is rendered
helpless and cannot talk, move, or fight for the next 10 seconds, until their body returns to its material
form. During this time, they are susceptible to any attacks and spells. The player marks that this spell
is active, by moving with a scroll or a book in hand held above their head.
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Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Ice Dagger
Not required
Physical and Physical
2
personal
5 minutes
Vertice glacies!
“Freeze!”
The mage conjures a magical ice dagger. The dagger works like a normal steel version of the weapon
for the next 5 minutes. If the wizard hits someone with it during the duration of the spell, they can
choose to deactivate the spell and immediately Freeze their victim (refer to Ice spike spell). The dagger
disappears immediately, if the “Freeze!” effect is used, the spell duration expires, or the dagger leaves
the wizard’s hand.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Ice Armor
Required
Physical
3
personal
5 minutes
I summon cold inside my heart, so nothing tears me apart!
“Freeze!”
The spell creates an ice armour around the wizard that protects them from Freezing effects and gives
them +3 Defence Points for the next 5 minutes. If the wizard is attacked at close range, they can freeze
the attacker with the command word “Freeze!” (refer to Ice spike spell). The Freezing effect last for the
next 5 minutes and can be used 2 times per each casting of Ice armour.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration

Ice Guardian
Required
Physical and physical
1
a touch by hand or staff
The wizard needs to activate the effect within 1 minute after casting the spell. The duration of the spell
effect is 5 minutes.
Water, mist and cold,
form a being of magics old!
Stand tall, guardians of the wise,
Fulfill your duty, warriors of ice.
N/A
Using a dead character’s body, the wizard creates a soulless Guardian. The Guardian defends its master
until it is destroyed, or 5 minutes expire. The Guardian has 4 Health Points total (torso or limbs) and an
active Ice armour spell including all the benefits from it (refer to Ice armour). The Guardian is immune
to all mental spell effects.

Incantation

Command Word
Effect
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4.2. School of Fire
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Scorching
Not required
Physical and Non-dispellable
3 casts, 2 charges per cast
A touch by hand or staff
1 minute
Valignat astahi shio
N/A or BURN!
The mage heats up their hands for the next 1 minute. Doing so allows them to burn foes or stabilize
incapacitated allies. If used offensively, it applies the “Burn” effect. If a limb is hit by this spell, it is
considered wounded. If the spell hits an object held by the target, the limb holding it is considered
wounded. If the spell hits the torso or head, the target is incapacitated.
Alternatively, if they have not used up the 2 charges of the spell offensively the mage can touch an
incapacitated character and stabilize them by saying the incantation. The target experiences extreme
pain while their wounds are being cauterised, though not enough to be hurt.
For the duration of the spell, the first time the mage is incapacitated, they are immediately stabilised,
but any remaining charges of the spell are lost. Any stabilised characters follow the rules for stabilisation
afterwards. The Burning effect is considered a non-magic effect (wound), although caused by a spell,
thus it cannot be dispelled by any means. It can only be cured as a normal wound.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration

Flame
Not required
Physical and Non-dispellable
3 casts, and 3 charges per cast
a touch by hand, weapon or staff
5 minutes, or until the sorcerer spends all the charges of the spell
I set a fire in my veins.
Inside me burns a sacred rage.
I shall control this fury’s flames.
All shall remember this dire day.
“Burn!”
The mage invokes fire inside their body for the next 5 minutes, enchanting their limbs and weapons.
With the command word “Burn!”, they can burn their enemies (see “Scorching”) with their weapons,
or by touch by hand or staff. The mage can burn up to 3 enemies within the duration of the spell.
Additionally, while the mage has any remaining charges of the “Burn” effect (only from “Flame”), they
can use up a charge to negate an enemy fire mage’s “Burn” effect (from “Scorching” and “Flame”).
This can be repeated between the two fire mages until one runs out of charges. This negation does
not work against “Destruction”, “Backfire” or effects of the Seventh Path. Also, any damage taken from
the weapon hit is not negated.

Backfire
Not required
Physical and Non-dispellable
2
personal
5 minutes
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Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Vdri Mrith Dout Dask!
“Die!”
If the mage is heavily wounded/killed within the next 5 minutes, wild flames rush out of their wounds
burning the attacker, thus resulting in the attacker being heavy wounded. This effect is not activated
by spells deflected back onto the fire mage by the Seventh Path’s “Mirror” effect

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Fever
Not required
Physical
2
a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes
Sho‘vothir ibafarshan!
“Fever!”
The target of the spell feels very ill for the next 5 minutes. Over time, they experience worsening
symptoms such as heavy coughing, high fever, extreme dizziness, nausea, unconsciousness, etc.
Another character needs to take care of the victim, doing what they can to bring down their high
temperature (water, wet towels, herbs, teas, etc.) during at least half of the spell duration (2-3 min),
otherwise the victim will die when the spell ends. The sick character can only be healed by a Life
Mage’s “Healing” spell. All magical mental spell effects the character is under (except Seventh Path
effects and potion effects) are removed at the end of the effect, should they survive.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Anger
Not required
Mental
2
a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes delayed start, 5 minutes duration
Xkhat wer ekgos di wer ixen!
“Anger!”
Within 5 minutes after the touch of the fire mage, the target of the spell becomes blinded by anger
for the next 5 minutes. The affected character points their rage to anyone that is nearby, foes and
friends alike. The fire mage can choose to combine this spell with “Slow Fire” and cast the spell on
themselves, in which case they gain +2 Defence Points and cannot cancel the effect willingly, until its
duration expires. The fire mage shall suffer the “Rage” effect and under its influence cannot cast new
spells. They can still apply spell effects cast prior to casting “Anger” on themselves.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word

Fire Form
Not required
Physical
2
Personal
5 minutes
Ixen adon
N/A
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Effect

The fire mage merges with their element, which allows them to move unseen and undisturbed for the
next 5 minutes. They are fully aware of their surroundings (can hear and see), but they cannot speak
and interact physically and/or magically with anything around them. If there are other fire mage in Fire
Form, they can see each other as shapeless masses of energy. They are fully capable of fighting each
other without the application of spell effects, but are unable to transfer information by any means (by
speaking, writing, reading, player-invented RP talents like telepathy). While in Fire Form, the fire mage
can cast spells, but not apply their effects (e.g. they can cast the spell “Flame”, but cannot apply its
“Burn” effect). Once the duration of the spell is over, or the effect has been cancelled by any means,
the fire mage is rendered helpless and cannot talk, move, or fight for the next 10 seconds, until their
body returns to its material form. During this time, they are susceptible to any attacks and spells.
The player marks that this spell is active, by moving with a scroll or a book in hand held above their
head.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Destruction
Not required
Non-dispellable
2
a touch by hand or staff
1 minute
Svent nomeno youwe
“Destroy!”
The spell destroys (turns to ash) anything the fire mage touches (an object, a corpse, or even a living
character). If the spell is applied to something a character is holding (e.g. a shield, a weapon, etc.),
the spell extends to and affects the character. Only the first affected character is destroyed by the
spell. There can be no interactions with the remains/corpse. This includes, but is not limited to: being
robbed, being resurrected with a Battle Elixir, being raised as an undead by a necromancer or being
used as an Ice Guardian by a Water mage. They can only be resurrected by a Life mage. This spell can’t
destroy ingame artefacts, walls, statues (include those created by “Turn to Stone”), doors, or other
items pointed by the Game Masters. If a character holding an artefact is destroyed, the artefact is left
undamaged on the remains and can be interacted with normally. The spell effect is marked with an
off-game marker and a light (if necessary).

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word

Slow Fire
Required
Physical
2
Personal
N/A
Ekess wer annyo nixeu di wer ixen!
N/A
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Effect

By casting this spell and casting another spell immediately after that, the fire mage can delay or alter
the effect of the second spell in some way. If the target of the second spell is not explicitly informed
(told by the mage, revealed by magic scans, etc.) they do not know that they are affected until the start
of the effect. Only the player of the affected character will know and must not reveal this information
in game. They must suffer the effect of the spell at the appointed time.
Interactions:
• with Scorching – after the mage has cast the spell they can activate its duration at any time in
the next 5 min. Alternatively, in the next 5 minutes, the fire mage can touch up to 2 targets and
say “Burn after X</=5 minutes.”
• with Flame – after the mage has cast the spell they can activate its duration at any time in the
next 5 min.
• with Backfire – after the mage has cast the spell they can activate its duration at any time in
the next 5 min.
• with Fever – the mage applies the spell to someone and says “Fever after X</=5 minutes”
• with Anger – the target of the spell becomes enraged within 5 minutes after the touch of the
fire mage. If the target is the fire mage themselves, then they instantly gain +2 Defence Points,
suffer the effect of “Anger”, but cannot cast new spells for the duration of the effect, nor can
they cancel the effect from themselves. They can still apply spell effects from spells cast prior to
casting “Anger” on themselves.
• with Fire form – within 5 minutes after casting, the mage can instantly merge with their
element, without casting the spell.
• with Destruction – after the mage has cast the spell they can activate its duration at any time
in the next 5 min. Alternatively, in the next 5 minutes, the fire mage can touch up to 2 targets and
say “Destroy after X</=5 minutes.”
• with Phoenix – if the mage dies within the next 5 minutes, they can revive within 5 minutes
after 5 minutes pass following the character‘s death.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

Phoenix
Required
Physical and Non-dispellable
1
personal
The fire mage has 5 minutes after casting the spell, in order to activate the effect (die). 5 minutes
to wait after the death of the character. Resurrection happens within 5 minutes, after the first 5
minutes have passed.
I summon Phoenix’s fiery might.
Thy power, bird of light, I claim.
If I am to burn in fire so bright,
let me myself become the flame.
Let my spirit in the fire burn clean, preserved and plain,
And if I fall from wounds so dire, from ashes may it rise again.
N/A
If the fire mage is killed or heavily wounded within the next 5 minutes, they immediately become
a pile of ashes. The fire mage can return back to life within 5 minutes after 5 minutes have passed
from the character’s death, and until they do, there can be no interactions with their corpse. This
includes being searched, robbed, being resurrected with a Battle Elixir, being raised as an undead
by a necromancer or being used as an Ice Guardian by a Water mage. They can be resurrected by a
mage of Life. If a fire mage has an artefact on them, that artefact remains undamaged and can be
interacted with normally. All spell effects that end with the character’s death, are lost.
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4.3. School of Earth
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

Entangle
Not required
Physical
3 casts, 3 charges per cast
Personal and/or a touch by hand
5 minutes to use the charges. 5 minutes for the Entangling effect itself.
As the mighty age-old tree
Shatters Mountains into dust,
Spirits of earth I summon ye,
Aid me now – my need is just
“Entangle!”
The mage can enchant:
• their weapon;
• their shield – in which case the shield cannot be broken by shield breaking weapons for the
duration of the spell);
• their gloves – in which case the mage cannot hold a weapon or a shield. If the mage does that,
the spell is broken; the gloves are invulnerable for the duration of the spell;
• their stone skin.
In the next 5 minutes the mage can entangle up to 3 people who hit their shield/stone skin or are hit
by the enchanted weapon/touched by the enchanted glove. The entangled character is stunned for 1
second and roots are entangling them from the waist down for the next 5 minutes. While entangled,
characters can speak, cast, or fight without moving from the waist down. After the 5 minutes have
passed, the roots break both legs of the affected character ignoring any armour and let him go. If the
effect is cleansed before the 5 minutes have passed, the legs of the affected character do not take any
damage.
While the spell is active, for every entangled character the mage receives 1 Defence Point (If the mage
has stone skin activated when he is hit, he loses 1 Defence Point from the Stone Skin and if he wants
he can entangle his opponent. If he succeeds, the mage receives 1 Defence Point from the Entangle).

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Regeneration
Not required
Physical
3
a touch by hand or staff OR personal
5 minutes
The power of Earth I wield and soon your wounds shall be healed.
N/A
If the mage touches a wounded character with hand or staff, all wounds suffered by the target shall be
completely healed after 5 minutes. The wounded character has to remain lying on the ground for the
duration of the spell, or the effect will be cancelled. If the target was heavily wounded, the bleeding
stops, however the character remains unconscious.
Alternatively, the mage can use at once all three charges for the day, in which case the wounded
character is immediately healed and brought back to consciousness (if he was heavily wounded).
Alternatively, the mage can preventively cast this spell on themselves, and if in the next 5 minutes
they are incapacitated, they start to regenerate for the next 5 minutes. After that, they regain their
consciousness.
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Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Turn to Stone
Not required
Physical and physical
2
A touch by hand or staff
5 minutes to activate the effect. 5 minutes for the spell effect itself.
This body born of flesh and bone as I demand shall turn to stone
“Petrify!”
If the mage touches a character in the next 5 minutes, the target will be turned into a motionless stone
statue for the next 5 minutes after the touch. While this spell is active, the character is completely
indestructible, and cannot be killed by any weapon, spell, or siege weapon.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Affection
Not required
Mental
3
a touch by hand
5 minutes
Love and fear, both alike of the coin on either side.
Flip it, throw it, at the end
I command which one will land.
N/A
The mage can make a person be attracted or terrified by an object, face, place or aspect for the next
5 minutes. The mage CANNOT make a person be attracted to a person.

Command Word
Effect

In the case of attraction, the enchanted person cannot do anything else except admire and express his
feelings towards the object of his admiration, as long as the spell is active.
In the case of fear, the enchanted person feels an insurmountable, borderline panic, but unconscious
desire to be as far away as possible from the object the mage indicated. The enchanted person avoids
any visual contact with the object of his fear as long as he is under the effect of the spell.
The person does not know he is affected by a spell.
The mage can also enchant an item with one of those two effects. If someone touches the object
within the next 5 minutes, he becomes attracted or terrified by it for the next 5 minutes. This is
indicated by leaving instructions on the item.
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word

Seismic Feel
Not required
Mental
2
personal
5 minutes
Waves of power, waves of sound,
travel fast and search around.
Whisper through the ground below
either comes a friend or a foe.
N/A
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Effect

The mage meditates, connecting with the earth for the next 5 minutes. For this duration their body
is invisible and immaterial, their spirit traveling around in the form of earth vibrations. The effect is
played with via physical movement of the mage on the terrain with a hand, holding a scroll/book on
his forehead. In this way the mage can see and hear everything happening around him and can convey
short messages to other earth mages, but cannot be seen (except with a 7th Path oculus).
If the mage returns to the starting point before the 5 minutes have passed, they can end the effect.
If the mage is taken out of the Seismic feel, which is a transport magic, by the correspondent Seventh
Path skill, their body “materialises” at the spot where they have been taken out.
After the 5 minutes have passed the mage shall proceed toward their starting point, ignoring all on
their way, as though they were a dead character, but without being able to communicate with mages
of the Order of Life/Death. The mage will not remember anything after the end of the 5 minutes’
duration of the spell until their re-materialization.
The mage’s body takes 10 seconds to materialise. During this time, they are vulnerable to attacks and
cannot defend themselves or cast any spells.
For every minute after the 10th that the mage have not yet arrived to their starting point to rematerialize, their body takes 10 extra seconds to materialise.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

In the Earth’s Bowels
Not required
Physical
3
personal
5 minutes
Shadow, shadow, hidden face, hide this thing in secret place
N/A
The mage can hide an object or themselves (along with his possessions) in the earth for 5 minutes. For
the duration of the spell the mage can see and hear, but cannot change their position and cannot cast
any spells. They can cancel the effect at will. While the effect lasts, it is marked by a hand with a scroll/
book on the mage’s forehead. An object hidden with this spell is summoned back to the mage when
the effect ends or when the mage recalls it.
The object or the mage cannot be seen unless by a 7th Path oculus and cannot be unearthed in any way
unless the mage cancels the effect or it ends.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Sleep
Not required
Mental
2
a touch by hand or staff
1 min to activate the spell, up to 5 minutes delayed start, 5 minutes duration
Words whispered from the Earth deep: Lie gently and fall asleep!
“Good Night!”
The mage can touch their target within 1 minute after casting the spell. With the command word
“Good night!” for instantaneous effect or “Good night after X<=5 min” for delayed effect the mage
makes their target fall asleep for a deep sleep with a duration of 5 minutes.
The character cannot be awakened by any means, except by the “Cleansing by Earth” spell or through
the Seventh Path’s “Cleaning” effect. The spell effect ends after the duration of the spell expires, with
the victim’s death, or if it is dispelled.
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Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Stone Skin
Required
Physical
2
a touch by hand or staff
10 seconds to activate the effect. 5 minutes for the spell effect itself.
To Earth I call to make this flesh as hard as stone!
N/A
For the next 5 minutes the skin of the target becomes as hard as stone, giving them +3 Defence points,
and protecting them from arrow projectiles (excluding from ballistae), so that the protected character
does not take damage from them.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Cleansing by Earth
Required
Non-dispellable
2
a touch by hand
N/A
Evil that looms upon this path, will run from the earthen wrath.
N/A
With a touch by hand, the mage dispels one spell effect, that is active on the target.
This spell cannot dispel knockout, wound, death, healing and resurrection effects, even if they are
caused by certain spells, as they are considered non-magic effects. The spell offers no protection from
other spell effects, applied to the target afterwards. This spell does not remove effects from Potions,
or The Order of the Seventh Path.
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Chapter 4
4.4. School of Air
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Lightning Strike
Not required
Physical and Non-dispellable
3, and 3 charges per cast
a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes, 5 minutes for the Knockout effect, 5 minutes when applied to an object
I summon from the sky a lightning for my ally!
“Knock out!”
In the next 5 minutes the mage may use 3 charges to knock out 1 character with each charge. If the
spell is applied to an object, that is currently on a character (including the mage himself), the character
is knocked out immediately, as if they were touched by the mage directly. Also, if someone hits the
mage, while the spell is active, the mage may knock out that person using one of the available charges
of Lightning Strike.
Alternatively, instead of knocking out a character, the mage can charge an object with electrical energy.
When applied to an object (anything that can be lifted and moved – e.g. swords, chairs, a dead body,
etc., incl. artefacts, incl. unmovable quest items, but NOT fixed objects such as fortress walls, doors,
trees, etc.), the spell charges the object with electrical energy for the next 5 minutes*. The first person
to touch the given object during that period is knocked out for 5 minutes.
When applied to a knocked out character, this spell can awaken the target.
The mage can cast Whiff of Doubt for free on targets knocked out by this spell (no cast of Whiff of
Doubt for the day will be spent), but only if he/she has not already spent all available casts of Whiff of
Doubt for the day.
The Knockout effect is a non-magical effect and is subject to the regular rules of knockout, thus it
cannot be dispelled by any means, except by a Lightning strike charge.
If the spell is applied on an object, it must be marked with a note/sticker. The note/sticker is a meta
marker, and shall be ignored, until someone touches the object.
*If the spell is applied to a dead body, it also lasts 5 min, until the dead character leaves for the
Infirmary.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word

Overload
Not required
Physical and non-dispellable
2
personal
5 minutes
Inside my body power surges,
Everything harmful quickly purges
“Knock out!”
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Effect

The mage overloads their body with magical energy for the next 5 minutes. While the spell is active,
the first spell effect that is applied onto the mage (by themselves, or by another mage), will lead to
them being knocked out instead of being affected by the spell that was cast.
While they are under the knockout effect, the first person to touch them (friend or foe) is knocked out
as well for 5 minutes. If that happens, the mage is awakened from the knockout.
The mage does not know what was the spell that was cast onto them or by whom, they just know that
there was a spell that triggered the Overload.
The Knockout effect is a non-magical effect and is subject to the regular rules of knockout, thus it
cannot be dispelled by any means, except by a Lightning strike charge.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Breath of its Own
Not required
Physical
2
personal
5 minutes
A living breath inside my chest -

Command Word
Effect

to aid me, if I’m cursed or blessed.
N/A
During the next 5 minutes the mage is in a near-meditative state, where their breathing adjusts on its
own when needed - slowing down, or speeding up.
Therefore, whenever a spell is cast onto them by themselves or another mage, its duration is doubled
or cut in half (as per the mage’s own discretion).
This is relevant for Spell effects. It does not affect effects from Potions and the 7th path.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Windwalk
Not required
Physical
2
personal
5 minutes
Like an eagle in the sky with the wind I want to fly
N/A
The mage floats above the ground (the players actually walks) for the next 5 minutes. This means that
they can move, even if their legs are wounded or tied.
For the duration of the spell, this spell will swerve every projectile thrown at the mage (arrows, other
thrown weapons).
While the spell is active, if the mage is directly touching another person/people with at least one of
their palms, they will also be affected by the spell. The mage can “carry” up to two persons with this
spell.
The spell has strength of its own and the mage can’t be held back by other characters.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day

Air Embolism
Not required
Physical and non-dispellable
1
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Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes
A simple touch is what it takes,
and you will surely die,
when your heart quietly breaks,
and you breathe your last sigh.
“Die in 5 minutes!”
The mage creates an air bubble in the victim’s vascular system, resulting in the instant death of the
target 5 minutes after the application of the spell.
The embolism cannot be cured by a mage from the Order of Life, or any other means to cure a wound
or sickness.
The target does not know that they’re under a spell, however, if detected, the spell can be dispelled by
any effect that removes physical spell effects, but not after the affected character dies.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Whiff of Doubt
Not required
Mental
2
a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes
A fear of some unknown kind has taken hold over your mind.
“Paranoia!”
The victim will be tortured by paranoia in the next 5 minutes. They will be doubtful towards everybody
and everything. They will think that every word is a lie, that every weapon is pointed towards them,
and every food or drink is poisoned, to a point when they’ll either flee or fight even from/with their
comrades. This spell can be cast and performed by the mage, while they are invisible, without breaking
the Invisibility spell.
If applied to a character that was knocked out by the mage himself with Lightning Strike, this spell
does not consume any energy (it does not count for the total casts per day, and is cast for free), and
the effect will start after the victim regains consciousness/revives. This interaction can happen only if
the mage still has available number of casts for Whiff of Doubt for the given day.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Fresh Air
Not required
Mental
2
a touch by hand or staff
N/A and 5 minutes for the additional protection effect for the mage
The wind will whisper in your ear
and your mind shall again be clear
N/A
The spell removes all Mental spell effects currently affecting the target.
If the mage casts it on themselves, the spell removes any active Mental spell effects from them, and,
in addition, protects them from such, during the next 5 minutes.
This spell does not remove effects from Potions, or the Order of the 7th Path, or the Hypnosis done by
the Rector of the Academy, or any mental effects done by ingame artifacts.
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Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Shadowed Memory
Required
Mental
3
A touch by hand or staff
The mage can apply the effect of the spell within 1 minute after casting the spell
A barrier inside your mind.
For the past you’re rendered blind.
N/A
The mage alters the memories of the target. The affected character remembers that they were
knocked out for the last 5 minutes and they just woke up. The affected character does not remember
anything else for that period of time.
This spell does not wear out by itself, and the victim does not regain the lost memory after a period
of time has passed.
It can be detected at any time with anything that detects magic, and can be dispelled with anything
that removes Mental spell effects.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Invisibility
Required
Physical
2
personal
5 minutes
I call the Air’s hidden might to hide my body from your sight.
N/A
The mage becomes invisible for the next 5 minutes. The spell is automatically broken if the mage
attacks any other character by weapon or spell.
The mage can cast and apply any mental spell effects while invisible, without breaking the Invisibility
spell.
The mage can also interact magically with objects (apply spell effects onto them) while invisible,
without breaking the Invisibility spell.
The player marks that this spell is active, by moving with a scroll or a book in hand held above their
head.
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4.5. School of Life
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Healing
Not required
Non-dispellable
3 times per day, 3 charges per cast
a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes to activate
It never hurts for real. Let all those wounds heal
N/A
With a simple touch the healer cures any kind of wounds and incapacitation, incl. cut off limbs,
damaged internal organs, etc. (not effective in cases of sudden death, e.g. cut throat). The healed
individual becomes more resilient for a period of 5 minutes after the healing (meta = +1 Defence
Points total pool for 5 minutes after Healing has been done).

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Enchantment
Not required
Mental
3
a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes to activate. 5 minutes duration of the Enchantment effect.
Look at me shining bright,
forget about your pride
Your mind and senses come
For me your heart will burn!
“Friend!”
Within the next 5 minutes, the target of the spell becomes a best friend to the healer, loyal and
protective. Keep in mind, “best friend” does not mean, that the enchanted person will blindly follow
commands, or that their other friendships and loyalties disappear! Unlike other touch spells, this one
can be applied by touching a weapon or another object held by the target.

Command Word
Effect

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

Pacifism
Not required
Mental
3
A touch by hand of staff
5 minutes to activate. 5 minutes for the Pacifism effect itself.
Thought light I call to you.
Your soul with good so deeply hidden,
forget what once had scarlet hue.
You never want to harm, and just be even.
“Good!”
Within the next 5 minutes the healer can touch or hit someone with a spell projectile, and the target
will be incapable of hurting (by weapon, spell, potion order, or in any other way) anyone for the next
5 minutes.
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Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

Borrowed Life
Not required
Non-dispellable
3
a touch by hand
5 minutes continuous hand contact
I soul I have, a soul to give,
A soul I want, a soul to ask for
One lays here in my hands, who does not live,
And one whose life will not be there furthermore
The price is high, but I will pay
By saying: “Sleep and please forget me”
For forgiveness I can never pray
I can only beg “Wake up and don’t regret me”
N/A
Тhe mage performs a 5 minutes’ ritual in order to exchange the life of a living character for the life of a
dead one to resurrect the latter. Hand contact must be maintained with both characters for the whole
duration of the ritual.
The mage touches two people – a dead one (A) and a living one (B). At the end of the 5 minutes the
mage may choose one of two effects to occur:
• B dies (sudden death), and A is revived to full health
• A is temporarily resurrected – they can rise and operate normally, with their normal Defence
points for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes, A dies. B remains incapacitated for those 5 minutes, then
recovers.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Ghost Form
Not required
Physical
2
cast on self only
5 minutes
In death I bravely dive only to return to life
N/A
The mage enters the realm of the dead for the next 5 minutes. This allows them to move around
invisible for all living characters. The healer can see and talk only to other characters that are in the
realm of the dead (characters that are dead, mages of Life and Death). While this spell is active, the
healer can dispel the Ghost form or Shadow form spell of another adept of Life or Death. If they
choose to do that, their own Ghost form spell is also dispelled. Once the duration of the spell is over,
or the effect was cancelled by any means, the healer is rendered helpless and cannot talk, move, or
fight for the next 10 seconds, until their body returns to its material form. During this time, they are
susceptible to any attacks and spells. The player marks that this spell is active, by moving with a scroll
or a book in hand held above their head.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration

Confession
Not required
Non-dispellable
3
a touch by hand
N/A
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Incantation
Command Word
Effect

What just happened,
What you’ve done,
What kind of spell weights here?
N/A
This spell allows the mage to learn what spell effects are currently active on a single target, including
themselves, since magic leaves a trace. The enchanted person shall respond (meta-game) to 3
questions:
• What spells have you done today?
• What spells have been done to you today and by whom?
• What spells are active on you at the moment and who cast them?

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word

Resurrection
Not required
Non-dispellable
2
a touch by hand or staff
1 minute continuous hand contact
By the power great of light
Leave the depths of everlasting night
Know that you are never left behind
And your eyes will not stay blind
It is dreadful what I see
But there’s help to rise up free
Of all that hurts and all that troubles
The soul that stands amongst the nobles
For hear, now I’m calling
Do come to me and leave behind the falling
N/A
The healer performs a 1-minute ritual to bring back a dead person by calling back their soul and
mind in renewed flesh. During the ritual the healer needs to stand by the deceased character and
maintain hand contact. The healer cannot talk to other characters, nor move, and if interrupted, they
need to start over. The resurrected person wakes up free of wounds and effects, except those whose
description specifies otherwise, if any. The resurrected characters have their memories up to the
moment of their death. The resurrected individual becomes more resilient for a period of 5 minutes
after the resurrection (meta = +3 Defence Points total pool for 5 minutes after Resurrection has been
done).
Turn of Life
Required
Non-dispellable
2
Cast on self only
5 minutes
N/A
N/A
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Effect

While the spell is active, each one other Life spell casted has a different effect, opposite to the original
one, or enhanced, as follows:
• Healing: when a target is touched, as if for the original heal, they take damage: If a limb is
touched, it gets injured; if the torso is touched, the target is incapacitated. The effect is identical
to Flame (Fire). Key word: “Burn!”.
• Pacifism: After a touch by the mage, the target of the spell gets blinded by anger for the next
5 minutes. The affected character points their rage to anyone that is nearby, foes and friends
alike. This effect its identical to Anger (Fire)
• Borrowed life: By touching a person for 10 seconds, the mage selectively takes away that
character’s sight or hearing - in the next 5 minutes the person is blind/deaf. After taking away the
target’s sense, the mage has one minute to touch someone and apply the “Healing” effect.
• Ghost form: After a touch by the mage, the target character is imprisoned, body and soul, in
the world of the dead for 5 minutes, and can walk there by following the rules for the Ghost Form
spell, incl. that he/she can be taken out by the OSP effect “Extortion from transportation spell”.
The person can speak with other spirits, and move; can’t go out before the time runs out (unless
the effect is removed by some, magic removal effect); can’t get anybody out of there. When time
runs out, the target gets material where he/she is, suffering the 10 seconds of helplessness as
per the original Ghost Form spell. The characters remember the experience.
• Confession: After a touch by the mage, the target in the next 5 minutes can only speak lies.
• Sacred Shield: When incapacitated, within 5 minutes of casting this spell, the mage shall wait
for the 5 minutes after being heavy wounded, and then become in a spirit like a Ghost form. The
Ghost Form rules apply, except that the effect can’t be terminated at will before the 5 minutes
have expired. 5 minutes after the mage has „died“, he/she revives where he/she is and suffers
the 10 seconds of helplessness as per the Ghost Form spell rules. In this form, the Sacred Shield
can only be self-cast.
• Enchantment: for 5 minutes after being touched, the person is under the effect of the
Enchantment spell. Additionally, they feel obliged to execute every command, given by the mage,
as well as possible. This feel of obligation is stronger than other loyalties and friendships.
• Resurrection: In the next 5 minutes, the magе can touch a target and take their life from
them, causing instant death. Keyword: “Die!”
Each of those spells follows the regular mechanics of the correspondent other spell being applied,
reducing the available number of the casts of the original spell (e.g. Turn of Life + Healing = -1 cast for
the Healing). Only the effect changes as per the description.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Command Word
Effect

Sacred Shield
Required
Physical
3
A touch by hand of staff
5 minutes
In the name of shining light,
keep me through day and night,
am I to falter – keep me standing,
brace me with your power never ending
N/A
In the next 5 minutes after touching someone or themselves the character is surrounded by sacred
energy that acts like a shield and gives them +3 Defence Points. While protected with the shield, a
mage cannot be interrupted while casting
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4.6. School of Death
Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Animate Dead
Not Required
Physical
3
a touch by hand
5 minutes to activate. 5 minutes duration.
Dark spirits still wandering the land arise from death and do as I command!
„Animate!“
Within the next 5 minutes the death mage can animate a corpse (dead characters), that serve him for
5 minutes. However, the mage can’t control more than 2 undead at the same time. Each undead has
10 hit points, but may be killed instantly by cutting their throat. All spell effects affect it as usual, but it
is immune to the Nightmare spell. The undead shall move and fight at normal speed, as they are not
zombies and are not obliged to be slow. Unless it receives a different order from its master, the undead
shall attack the first hostile to their master they see. However, if the mage who raised them dies, they
might turn against and attack any other character, including their dead master’s allies. They do not
have the memories of the dead character they have been raised from. Consequently, they cannot do
magic, even if the dead character whose corpse was used, was a mage.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Nightmare
Not Required
Mental
2
a touch by hand or staff
1 minute to activate. 5 minutes for the Nightmare effect itself.
Shadow, darkness and despair. You will fall inside a nightmare!
“Sleep!“
The spell sends the victim into a sleep full of nightmares for the next 5 minutes. After the victim
awakens he is disoriented for the next 5 minutes (unable to fight or cast spells). If the mage kills the
target while the spell effect is active, they can create an undead from the corpse that serves him for
up to 5 minutes. Refer to ANIMATE DEAD spell for characteristics of the undead.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

Spirit Rove
Not Required
Physical
1
a touch by hand
1 minute to activate the effect of the spell. 5 minutes for the effect itself.
Shadow will hold you,
shadow will possess you,
shadow will mend you,
shadow will cleanse you!
„Weak!“
A touch attack removes all physical magical effects affecting the target, but renders him helpless for
the next 5 minutes. This spell does not remove effects from Potions or The Order of the Seventh Path.
If the mage kills the target while the spell effect is active, they can create an undead from the corpse
that serves him for up to 5 minutes. Refer to ANIMATE DEAD spell for characteristics of the undead.

Command Word
Effect
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Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Fake Death
Not Required
Non-dispellable and Physical
1
a touch by hand
1 minute to activate. 5 minutes for the spell effect itself.
Another day another night, you will arise long before midnight!
“Die!“
A touch attack kills the target for the next 5 minutes. After the spell expires the target returns back
to life. The spell effect can be ended by another form of resurrection effect. If the mage ritually kills
the target while the spell effect is active, they can create an undead from the corpse that serves him
for up to 5 minutes. If the target of this spell is raised as an undead minion, they do not return back
to life, after the 5 minutes’ duration is over. Refer to ANIMATE DEAD spell for characteristics of the
undead itself.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Retribution
Not Required
Physical
2
a touch by hand or staff
5 minutes, or until triggered
As you will suffer so shall they and won’t live to fight another day!
“Retribution!“
Within the next 5 minutes the first spell that hits the target of Retribution, affects both that person
and the one that performed the other spell. After that the Retribution spell is no longer active.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration

Dark Avatar
Not Required
Physical
1
personal
5 minutes to activate.

Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation

5 minutes for the spell effect itself (starting from the moment of death).
There cannot be a happy end, for claws will slash and teeth will rend!
N/A
The mage charges his body with negative energy and, if they die within the next 5 minutes his corpse
animates as an undead. While in this form, the mage has 10 hit points and keeps their mind, memories
and ability to speak, but is unable to cast spells but can still activate any active spell. The spell ends
after 5 minutes, or if the undead is killed.
Shadow Form
Not required
Physical
2
personal
5 minutes
As shadow passes time will flow, all that see me won’t be in control!
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Command Word
Effect

N/A
The mage becomes an incorporeal shadow, which allows them to move unseen and undisturbed for
the next 5 minutes. In this form they are at the border of the physical world and the realm of the dead,
due to which they are able to see and speak with characters in both worlds, although they cannot
interact physically with nothing around them, neither characters, nor objects, in either world. While at
this state, the mage cannot cast spells, or apply their effects. Once the duration of the spell is over, or
the effect was cancelled by any means, the necromancer is rendered helpless and cannot talk, move,
or fight for the next 10 seconds, until their body returns to its material form. During this time, they are
susceptible to any attacks and spells. The player marks that this spell is active, by moving with a scroll
or a book in hand held above their head.

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Death Touch
Required
Physical and Non-Dispellable
1
a touch by hand
5 minutes to activate
I call upon the dark keeper - turn me into the Grim Reaper!
„Die!“
Within the next 5 minutes, with a touch attack, the mage can instantly kill up to 3 targets, by saying
the command word “DIE!”. The spell effect can be applied with a delayed start (Die after 5 minutes,
for example)

Name
Seal
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Curse of Pain
Required
Physical and Non-Dispellable
3
a touch by hand or staff
1 minute to activate. 5 minutes for the spell effect
Marfedelom arcaniss zahhar loerchik
„Pain!“
The spell inflicts intense muscle spasms upon the victim rendering it helpless for the next 5 minutes.
If the victim dies while the spell is still active, then the CURSE activates. The first time after the victim’s
death an attempt to bring it back to life (a potion, a spell or an effect) will result in a rampaging
undead. This undead is not under the necromancer’s control and will roam free slaughtering anyone
and anything it sees. This effect lasts for 5 minutes or until the undead is destroyed.
If the victim reaches the infirmary and starts the resurrection process the CURSE activates on the 2nd
minute and not after the 20 minutes normal for this process.
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4.7. Unclassified Spells
Name
Cast by:
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

In the Name of the Academy
Three Magisters together, inside the Mage Academy only. Any location, that is designated as the Mage
Academy for the respective game, is considered to be the Mage Academy – regardless if it is a building,
a tent or a marked circle.
Mental
3
Shouting Distance
until the 3 commands are fulfilled, but maximum 1 hour
In the Name of the Academy!
<NAME>, THE ACADEMY COMMANDS YOU! (it is not necessary to use the full name of the character,
any name he/she is known by, works)
The spell target must obey three short commands. A command in this case means an immediate
action than can be executed there and then (e.g. “GO 10 STEPS BACK!” or “COME OVER ALONE WITH
YOUR HANDS BEHIND YOUR HEAD!” “Go and organize a conspiracy to overthrow the king” is not a
valid command in this case).
This is magical effect, but is cannot be dispelled by another mage, nor by the Order of the 7th Path
effects! The Medallion of the Mental Fortress does NOT protect from this effect!

Name
Cast by:
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Hypnosis
The Rector of the Mage Academy only
Mental
3
Normal talking distance
1 hour
Vobis audiat
„Obedire!”
Once per hour the Rector of the Mage Academy can hypnotize a character “programming” them with
a simple short programme for their actions (“simple” meaning for example: “Every time when you
drink, say loudly “For the Emperor!”, and not “take over the world and then turn into a unicorn”).
The character shall execute the programme every time she/he has the opportunity to do so, for the
duration of the spell.
This is a magic spell effect, but it cannot be dispelled by other mages. However, it can be dispelled by
the Order of the Seventh Path effects.

Name
Cast by:
Type
Casts per day
Range
Duration
Incantation
Command Word
Effect

Corpse Torture
Baron Saturday only
Physical
3
Touch by hand or weapon/staff
Until the 3 questions are answered, but up to 5 minutes.
Kiwieg wer loerchik di marfedelom
N/A
The Mage summons the spirit of a deceased character and by torturing that spirit, makes the character
to answer 3 questions. The character is to answer the questions truthfully and precisely, but is not
obliged to give any details that are not specified in the question and may take the question literally.
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